Note that in the range 2 < q <n, Hq0(; C) is pure *P-torsion, so is a finite- 
Likewise, it is shown in [5] that the following is a short exact sequence: 0 ^H2iX\, X»k) ± HxiX«k) -, HA\Xbk) ^ 0.
Hence rankc 77 (x£) = rankc (Xp -p = kip -l)+cl +1 -p= ik-l)ip-l)+cv
Otherwise, HqiX°) S Hg(Xp, 2 < q < n.
The previous analysis took place over C, and the algebraic fact that all the polynomial invariants factored into linear factors in ¥ considerably simplified the calculation. It is possible to make a similar analysis in V, which yields considerably more information in the case of prime power coverings.
As before, ß is the cj-dimensional betti number of X . and (tp -1) are relatively prime, so the contribution to H (X"; Q) from the <?" *' F-torsion part of H (X; Q) is trivial for q > 1.
We are left with the case of a classical link, n = 1, p> 2. In this case, we have r/2(X"; Q) = r-,1% and rfjix; ö) = ^1r©r/A}©---©r/A^i
Let cf be the greatest integer such that AMI) =0. If Aj(l) ^ 0, take <f = 0. Corollary 5. n = 1, u > 2 and k =pT, p a prime. Then /3j < ik-1 )ip-l). Hence for k a prime power, this means that it -1) and k.it) are relatively prime in Y in the range ; > (çf + l). So the contribution to c can come only from the X .it) with j < cf, hence c < k&.
